
To,
Sh Rajiv Ranjan,
CPIO & Under Secretary, (C & C),
Depaftment of Economic Affairs(DEA),
North Block,
New Delhi.

Subject: -Request for information under RTI Act 2005.

Sir,
I, MADAN MOHAN resident of

information as under:-

Dated 28-05-2020

wish to seek

2. Dy General Manager (s & c), spMcIL, which is a cpsu under
administrative control of Deptt of Economic Affairs (DEA) , post was
advertised on 11-03-2006 and recruitment for the same was done in
2006. In this regard on the subject of recruitment of DG.M (s & c),
SPMCIL in 2006, the CVO, SPMCIL prepared a investigation report/letter
No. SPMCIL/Vig / 287 (Pt)/t4/986, dated t9-s-20I7.

From the perusal of all the CVC letters on subject as cited in CVO, SpMCIL
letter dated t9-5-20L7 it is clearly evident that CVC have never
authorized the CVO, SPNMCIL to fix responsibility for Board level officials
contrary to their order No.006/VGL/ 065, dated 6-7-2006, which is
reproduced below:-

"...While complaints against Board level officiats are within the
purview of the administrative Ministry's CVO, if it is referred to the
CVO of the organisation under the Ministry, he shoutd gather att
factual inforgtation and submit the same to the Ministry's cvo. He
is not requiled to make analysis or draw concrusions...."

In a RTI application dated 27-4-2002, the cVC have replied that

quote "Reply :- Records/information are not being maintained in the
Vig5- Section of the Commission in the the manner/format in which
information is sought by the applicant. No such information as
sought could be found as per the records.,,unquote

It is clear from above that the CVC have not received any proposal
from CVO, SPMCIL to give exemption from their Order dated 6-7-2006.
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The RTI application 27-4-2020 and cVC repry thereto dated 2t-s-
2O2O are enclosed for kind perusal.

Contrary to above in the repoft dated rg-s-20L7 the CVo spMCIL has
made analysis and drawn conclusions against Board level officials, The
repoft has further fixed responsibilities also in case of Baord level officials,
vide para 9(b) and 9 (c) of the Report..

Thus the cvo, sPMcrL report of 19 May 2ot7 is null and void ab
initio due to lack of jurisdiction to make such report.

In view of the above facts kindly provide following information.

Since CVO SPMCIL has fixed responsibility in case of Board level
officials contrary to cvc order dt 6-7-2006 some approval of
competent authority in DEA might have been obtained, so that
such power was delegated to cvo spMCIL. Therefore, please
provide a copy of noting/ letters which have authorized cvo spmcil
the delegated authority to fix accountability/ responsibility in case
Board level officials as explained above,
In case the said delegation to cVo spMCIL has Nor been done
then any action being taken by DEA to declare the cvo spMcIL
repoft dated 19-5-2017 as null and void if so a copy of the same
order if existing may be provided.

Encl: As above

Madan Mohan
(Signature of the applicant
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tdr+,
Shri Madan Mohan,

frrq:- Right to Information Act -2005'

qraet: RTI of Mr. Madan Mohan vide Request No' SPMCO/R/T12A100024

dated 0310612020. (Received on 0810612020)
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Information given:

through following communlcatrons

directid/advised CVO/DY' CVO,

SPMCIL for fbctual rePort,

comments/ recommendation, to

identify the offrcers/officials

responsible and fix there role and

other observations.
a) Letter No. 014/FNC/0011241224

dated 12.03.2014'
b) Letter No' 014/FNC10011330440

dated 28.11.2016.
c) Letter No. 014/FNC/001/338537

dated 06.03 .2017.
d) Letter No. 014/FNC/001/351025

dated 1l-07 '2017 '
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a copy of noting/ letters which have

authbrized CVO SPMCIL the

delegated authoritY to fix
ur.*ttt"bility/ responsibility in

case Board Level officials as

'1h. 
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seeking
nresutYtptive res

SPMCIL has NOT been done then

action being tuken !Y- lPA to

ar Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi - ll000l E-mail : info@sprncil.com
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In case you are not satisfied with ttre above reply, you may file an appeal to

the Appellate Authority in SPMCIL within 30 days from the date of receipt

of this.ietter. The name of the Appellate Authority is Shri Sunil Tiwari' Dy.

Chief Vigilance Officer, SPNICIL, 16tn floor, Jawahar Vyapar Bhawan,

Janpath, New Delhi - 110001.
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declare the CVO SPMCIL rePort

dated 19-5-2017 as null and void if
so a copy of the same order if

ine may be

PIO and the same do

construe 'Information'
defined U/s 2(D of RTI
2005.

not
AS

Act,


